Standing Item - Communications

- As a reminder, all communications are archived here: http://www.montana.edu/uit/notices/index.html
- A communication to faculty and staff went out this morning regarding the large wave of Phishing that hit campus addresses this week.
- A question was asked about communications related to the change in Identity Finder (look and feel) – we will follow-up.

Information Items

- The updated timeline for ePO is forthcoming due to issues with the recent upgrade.
- Kim inquired about NVicvo usage in order to plan for appropriate license acquisition. Some in EHHD was confirmed (‘a few’ students). Please share any additional information with Kim.
- Negotiations are underway for Camtasia Studio campus license – planned implementation before the Fall term.
- Colin provided an overview of all classroom technology work planned for the summer. And, while Merlin is departing this week, we have a new employee starting later this month.
- Julie provided an update regarding cosmetic changes to Brightspace (from “Nighttime” to “Daylight”). This will also provide significant improvements to the mobile interface – available August 8. Communications are coming.

Discussion

ERP Hardware Upgrade

Paul provided an overview of the hardware upgrade that is occurring this summer – the 1st phase of the overall Banner 9 upgrade. Testing to be completed by end of June, migration to production at the end of July. We also discussed Banner 9 in general – admin forms testing beginning this summer into the Fall, with ‘phasing-in’ beginning in early 2018.

Other Topics

Following additional meetings and technical discussions, we are proceeding with the Cisco enterprise VPN upgrade this summer.

Some questions came up about the Identity Finder to Spirion change – communications are forthcoming.

Frank agreed to share the work he is leading related to iPad management at a future meeting.

REMINDER: please provide agenda items for future meetings to maintain the collaborative value of this Council.